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Abatract 

For the ISDN user-network interface the layer 2 of the D-channel protocol is characterued by a set 
of independent Link-Access Procedures (LAPD) [5] sharing a common transmission medium. The perfor
mance investigation of this protocol which is presented in this paper takes account of two aspects of its 
application: signalling data transfer and packetued user-data transfer. Approximate solutions are outlined 
and their accuracy is shown by comparison with simulation results. 

1 Introduction 

The user-network interface of the ISDN is characterized by a number of B-channels for user-data transmission 
and a separate D-channel for the transCer oC signalling information (s-data) for the use of the B-channels. 

For most applications the "Basic Access" will be used with 2 B-channels and 1 D-channel with 16 kbps. 
The B-channels provide a circuit switched connection between a Terminal Equipment (TE) and another TE, 
a server module of the network providing higher layer runctions or the ISDN, or a packet handler. For packet 
switching purposes in the ISDN a B-channel is switched to a packet handler which transmits the packetized 
data to the packet switching subnetwork. 

Transmission of information via the D-channel occurs in a name-oriented manner. Due to the fact that this 
channel will have a very low utilization on average, it offers a good opportunity ror using it also for low-rate 
packetized user-data (p-data), as e.g. interactive data or teleaction information. The disadvantage oC this 
approach is the fact that these data will affect the signalling performance leading to higher system response 
times. 

This paper focuses on an analytic performance investigation of the D-channel protocol ror signalling influ
enced by user-data, and for user-data under special consideration or the multi-LAP capability. 

2 Modelling and Analysis of Signalling Performance 

2.1 Modelling 

Based on the well known reference configuration defined by CCITT [3] and regarding real implementations 
which have been published (e.g. [7,8,9]) a queueing model ror the ISDN D-channel access has been developed 
in order to investigate the signalling performance. 

Only one Basic Access has been modelled in detail whereas the other ones are represented by appropriately 
chosen traffic streams. 

On the left hand side of Figure 1 a number of terminals (TE) is represented, each by one LAP. A LAP 
(Link Access Procedure) is specified according to the HDLC Balanced Classes of Procedures (LAPB). Each 
LAP has a pair oC buffers connecting it with the standardized S-bus. 

The channel access procedure or the S-bus is a kind or CSMA/CD protocol [4]. It may approximately be 
represented as a priority polling system without awitchover times where a cyclic polling takes place ror each 
priority class. (a more detailed analysis of this access procedure will be published in a forthcoming paper [10]) 

On the right hand side of Figure 1 the processor handling layer 2 functions is depicted. In most applications 
it is not dedicated to a single subscriber line but has to serve up to 8 Basic Access lines. In our processor 
model Cor each inCormation type (a or p) one process will handle all traffic from the channels as well as from 
the layer 3 (L3). The process handlJ~g s-information has a higher nonpreemptive priority. The queues ahead 
of each process are served according to a cyclic polling stragegy with limited-I-service. 

Each oC the processes contains as many LAP procedures oC its inCormation type as in all connected terminals 
together. 
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Figure 1: Queueing model for signalling performance investigations 

ET 

The channel is modelled by a service phase representing the transmission time of a Crame TT and the Crame 
error probability pp . 

The signalling traffic produced by the small number of terminals connected to a single subscriber line 
cannot be described by a stochastic process in a simple way because of the fixed scenario which is proceeded 
for instance as the result of each call setup. 

For signalling purposes a window size of 1 is defined; thus, a handshake protocol is performed at layer 2. 
In Figure 2 such a scenario for call setup is shown where some time values are indicated which are to be 

determined. A more detailed explanation of this scenario can be found in [7,8,9]. 

All these times consist of a sum of processing times and waiting times, where the main problem is the 
determination of these waiting times. 

2.2 Analysis 

As long as we may assume that terminals connected to one basic access are signalling only independently, the 
arrival processes of s-data can be approximated by Poisson processes. For the priority systems (channel access 
and layer 2-processor) we may even assume that an arriving s-data unit only needs to wait until the service of 
a p-data unit is finished. Thus, we merely have to add the components (only mean values!) in order to obtain 
the total signalling delay. As a another approximation also the arrival process of p-data can be modelled as a 
Poisson process. 

In the case where it is natural that the signalling procedures of more than one terminal are triggered by a 
common event as indicated by the scenario we have to analyse the behaviour of the system for a single batch 
arrival and all the arrival processes resulting Crom it. This behaviour is highly dependent on the relationship 
between the different service times and we have to investigate the sequence of events occuring after that batch 
has arrived. 

Let us Cor instance consider the call setup scenario: After waiting Cor the end of the transmission oC a 
p-data unit, all SABM-Crames are transmitted in an uninterrupted sequence to the ET, if we assume that all 
TEa are reac:tins-with the same delay. Reaching the ET these frames follow a deterministic arrival process. 
Whether this sequence is served uninterruptedly depends upon the residual service time the first Crame meets, 
the relation between the service time of one SABM-Crame and its transmission time, and the probability that 
a- or ~data units from other basic accesses arrive within that time. 

Whether the UA-frames are created directly by the layer 2 as response to the SABM-frames, or triggered 
by a layer 3 process will determine the further behaviour. 

Aa can easily be seen, these considerations are highly dependent upon the actual configuration and the 
timing relationships, thus no simple approach can be given which is valid for the general case. 
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Figure 2: Typical scenario for call setup 
1: Dial tone delay 
2: Call delay for outgoing calls 
3: Call delay for incoming calls 

2.3 Numerical examples 

In order to show the accuracy of the above decomposition approach Figure 3 depicts the mean call-delay for 
incoming calls as seen from the ET versus the channel load by p-data. The simulation results are given with 
their 95%-confidence intervals. The analytic results are in good agreem,ent with the simulations. 

The following parameters for a fully symmetric system have been assumed: 

• 4 Basic accesses served by one layer 2 processor 

• Exponentially distributed frame length for p-data with 200 bytes mean 

• 4 ms processing delay (constant) for each frame 

• Frame lengths of s-data according to [5,6] 

• Negligible error probability. 

3 Analysis of User-Data Performance 

3.1 General approach 

In order to investigate the basic mechanisms of our multiple-LAP system we use a simplified model where 
processing delays are aggregated into the propagation delay. But as can easily be aeen from the following 
derivation, also arbitrary processor models may be included in the analysis. Here for each direction the 
model consists of an admission queue, the protocol machine, the channel access, the transmission phase and 
the propagation phase. For the terminals the channel access is modelled as a cyclic polling system without 
switchover times, whereas for the exchange termination a single FIFO-queue is located ahead of the channel. 

We assume a Poisson arrival process into each of the admission queues. A detailed description of the 
protocol mechanisms can be found in [2,5]. Here, we only mention the following facts: 

• The first transmission error of one information frame (I-frame) 1riJI be corrected using "Reject-recovery" 
if no timeout occurs before. All other retransmissions of this frame are invoked by "Timeout-recovery". 
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Figure 3: Call delay for incoming calls 

Figure 4: Queueing model for user-data performance investigations 

• The retransmission timer will be started each time an I-frame is put into a channel access queue. 

• The number of retransmissions of I-frames is not limited. 

• Each I-frame will be acknowledged by a supervisolY frame (S-frame) as long as the protocol machine is 
not in a recovery state. 

• The "inter-error-time" for single bit enors is distributed exponentially. 

• The error probability of an S-frame is neglected due to its short framelength of 56 bits . 

The flow time through the layer 2 consists merely of admission-delay + channel-access-delay + effective 
bansmission time + propagation-delay, where the "effective transmission time" is the time an I-frame needs 
from the first time leaving the access queue until it is successfully transmitted and leaves the transmission 
phase. 

For the analysis we use the notation given in Table 1. 

3.2 Waiting tiDles 

In a first step we calculate the waiting times in each of the access queues. In order to be able to do this 
it is necessary to compute the effective arrival rate of 1- and S-frames. This may be done by the following 
approximate formulas which take into account the recovery mechanisms of the protocol. 
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Number of terminals, each handling one LAP 
original arrinl rate of I-frames 
increased arrinl rate oC 1- frames 
arrival rate of S-frames 
Timeout value of retransmission timer 
Frame error probability oC I-frames 
Transmission time of an I-frame 
Transmission time of an S-frame 
original interarrival time oC I-frames 
Window me 

T. "inter-error-time" 
TprDp Propagation delay T... Waiting time in channel access queue 
p Total occupancy oC a service phase 
Pi Occupancy oC a service phase by frames oC LAP i 
Fx(t) Distribution Cunction oC random variable X 
• x (. ) Laplace-Stieltjes transCorm oC Fx 
E[X·] ith moment oC random variable X 
V AR[X] Variance oC random variable X 
ci Squared coefficient oC variation of random variable X 

(index i means LAP i, • indicates partner LAP) 

Table 1: Notation used throughout the analysis 

lI.eMt'.' ~ lI •• (1 + PF.' (1 - pr •• ) E p" .. (i + 1) + 1+ 
.=0 

(1- PF •• )(l + min(w -1,AI •• TCNc» tp~ .. i)) 
.=1 

( 1+~) 
ls,. ~ Ai.. 1 + PF.' + p} •• 1 _ P;': 

PF,' = P{T. < TT.I •• } = 100 (1 - e-t/B[Tel)dFT.I •• (t) 
t=O 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

From AI,cor~.' and As •• the total arrival rates into each queue and the effective service time distribution for 
each of the transmission phases may be determined. 

If we assume that each I-frame is immediately acknowledged by an S-frame, the fraction of the propagation 
phases' output process representing I-frames is serving &I input process for the following channel access queue. 
Assuming a Poisson process for the remaining part of the input process we are able to determine the variability 
oC each input process using Kihn's method [13]. 

The mean waiting time at ET-lide ia computed using the formula of Krimer and Langenbach-Beb [12] 
whereu for the polling system we use an approximation recently published by Boxma and Meiater [1]. 

l'-p+Pi 
E[T.,.] = E[T.] 1 t!! P! 

I-p+, i=1 i 
(4) 

Here E[T.] ia the mean waiting time in the correspondins GI/GI/l- FIFO I1riem with the same total 
arrival rate. (Boxma and Meiater have set up this approximation only for PoillOn input, but ainee in mOlt 
eases we are not too far from that, it appearl reasonable to ue this extension.) 

For the to~ output proceu of the P01lin& ayakm we uaume that it is identical to that of the correspondi.D& 
GI/GI/I-FIFO IYltem. The arriftl processes into all the queues are ROW computed ikratiftly. 

Sinee we are not able to determine the second moments of the waitiq times, we will approximate them bJ 
the 8eeOnd moment of an exponential distribution. 
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3.3 Effective Transmission Time 

In the following step the effective transmission time is determined according to the concept of the "virtual 
transmission time" by Bux, Kiimmerle and Truong [2]. This method uses a phase type representation of an 
effective server which is characterized by two moments of its service time distribution function. There are 3 
different time values contributing to this effective service time: 

TT,r: Transmission time without errors 
T l : Additional time needed for the first correction 
T2 : Additional time needed for subsequent corrections 

From this representation the first two moments of the effective transmission time can be found to be (the 
indices i are dropped for reasons of simplicity) 

E[Te11 ] = 

3.S.1 Derivation of Tl 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Mainly in the low-load region we have to distinguish between two cases: Reject-recovery and Timeout-recovery. 
Which of both actually takes place depends on whether the timer runs out before the next frame arrives. For 
Rej ec t- recovery: 

(8) 

TA,cut is the interarrival time of I-frames where the original interarrival time distribution is truncated at 
Tout. Using the external arrival process the k-th moment of TA,cut follows from 

(9) 

We have to use this truncated distribution since we know that if we have to deal with Reject-recovery the 
timer cannot have run out . For Timeout-recovery: 

(10) 

Assuming independence between all time values forming Tuj and TTO we may add their means and 
variances in order to obtain the first two moments of Tuj and TTO. 

For each disturbed I-name which has arrived after the one which was the reason for Tl an additional TA,cut 
adds to Tl if the timer does not run out before. 

Defining PTo as P{Tout < TA} we may write 

Tl = PTo' TTO + 
(1 - PTo)(1 - PF)' Tuj + 
(1 - PTo )PFPTO . (TTO + TA,cvC) + 
(1 - PTo )2pF(1 - PF) . (Trei + TA,cvt) + 
+ ... + 
(1 - PTO)_-1PF-1. (TTO + (w - I)TA,cvt) + 
(1 - PTOP;-1(1- PF) . (Tu; + (w - I)TA,cvc) 

From the following Laplace-Stieltjes transform the first two moments of T1 can be derived. 

_-I 

(11) 

~TI(·) = (PTO~T'J"o(.) + (1 - PTo)(l - PF)~T".J(.» E (PF(1- PTO)~TA 'C •• (.»j (12) 
;=0 
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1.1.2 Derivation of T2 

For the second and all further errors of the same I-frame we have to deal only with Timeout recovery. Here 
T2 ~ TTO. Since the timer is restarted with ,every I-frame put into the channel access queue it may happen 
that a series of further frames (up to to - 1) will be transmitted before the timer is able to run out. 

Thus we may write 

T2 = TTO + (1- PTo)PTo· TA,cvt + 2(1- PTO)2PTO . TA,cvt 

+ ... + (w - 2)(1 - PTO)v-2PTO · TA,et&t + (w - 1)(1 - PTO)v-l . TA,C1&t (13) 

We do not need to worry obout the possibility that these subsequent frames are disturbed since they are 
discarded by the 'partner LAP anyway. 

For the arrival process of these subsequently transmitted frames the original arrival process of I-frames is 
taken although we know that there may also be names nom the retransmit buffer of the LAP resulting in a 
somewhat different arrival process. 

From the following transformation again the first two moments of T2 are derived 

(14) 

3.4 Admission Delay 

If w messages have been sent by the LAP considered, and no acknowledgement has been received yet, the 
transmission of arriving I-names is stopped. These I-frames which cannot immediately be transmitted have 
to wait in the admission queue ahead of the protocol machine. 

For the analysis of the admission delay we use a model which can be derived nom that published by Reiser 
[15]. 

admiSSion transmission admission transmiSSIon 

Figure 5: Mapping of an admission station 

In the left hand sindmodel of Figure 5 the 'diamond' puts a customer nom the admission queue into tht 
transmission queue if there is at least one credit in the credit queue. The customer takes the credit and sends 
it back when leaving the server. In the closed network formed by the transmission queue, the server and the 
credit queue, exactly w credits are circulating. 

This can be mapped into an equivalent system with a queue ahead of the server which is subdivided into a 
series of an infinitely large queue (the admission queue) and a pad with w -1 places (the transmission queue). 
Thus for a GI-server and Poisson input we obtain a standard M/GI/I-FIFO system with a partitioned queue. 

In order to evaluate the waiting time in the admission queue we first establish an approximation for the 
state probabilities in the system, if the GI-server is given only by its first two moments [11]. 

Observing a waiting place 1: in the M/GI/l system the mean duration t" an arbitrary customer spends 
there is 

where 
p,,: probability of Itate 1: 
1"1:: mean residual life time of the customer in service at the arrival instant 
H: service time 

With Little's law we obtain the occupancy PI: of the waiting place 1: 

Thus 

5.38.1.7 
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~i ni - 1 _ _ _ 1 - P + A ,_0 r, 
Pi - Pi-l Pi - ni (_ ~.) ,=1 1 P + Ar, 

(11) 

where p = lE[H] is the total server occupancy. 
From the fact that Pi = E:'+l A, as a side result we obtain an expression for the conditional mean 

residual life time which has also been found by Mandelbaum and Yechiali [1] uing a more formal derivation. 

(1 ) 
1- E:-oA o r.= -P ~ 

AI''' 
(18) 

Since in general we do not know the service time distribution in order to obtain r" we approximate r" by 
the forward recurrence time of the service time and obtain an approximate state distribution. 

{

I - p if le = 0 

1''' ~ 2(I-f) . ( (1+C:'»)" if le > 0 
l+c:. 1- (I-c.) 

This approximation is exact for M/M/l and yields the exact mean waiting time for M/GI/l. 
By some standard arguments we obtain the mean waiting time in the admission queue 

E[H] (f(1 + c~ »V 
T"".elm ~ 1- p . (1- f(l- Ch»",-l 

(19) 

(20) 

What remains to do is to establish the first two moments of the service time distribution function for this 
virt ual server. 

The first moment is merely the mean service time of the slowest server in the acknowledgement chain 
consisting of both channels. In our case this is the effective service time which is increased by the service of 
all frames other than the considered class of I-frames arriving within this increased service time. 

E[H] = E[Tel I] 
1 - PTr + lr,.TT,I,' 

(21) 

where PTr is the total occupancy of the transmission phase. In order to obtain the second moment we look 
at the residual time an arriving customer observes until the next acknowledgment message leaves the chain. 
Let us define 

Pprop = 
p;" ~ 

PTs = 
Pell = 
7X 

1 - e-A, .• B[T" ... ,,) = 
1 - e-A, .• B[T': .• ) = 
lr,.E[TTs] = 
lr,.E[Tell,'] = 

P{~ 1 frame of interest in propagation phase} 
P{~ 1 S-frame of interest in admission queue of partner LAP} 
P{S-frame of interest in transmission phase} 
P{I-frame of interest in transmission phase} 
Forward recurrence time of Tx 

Assuming independence between the probabilities mentioned above we obtain the mean forward recurrence 
time of our service time distribution function 

1 i (pprop. E[~op]+ 

(1 - l'JwOJ')PTs . (E[TprOJ'] + E[7Ts]) + 
(1- l'Jw0J')(1 - PTs)P:' . (E[T".op] + E[TTS] + E[r.r]) + 
(1- Pprop)(1 - P'rs)(I- P:')l'prop • (E[T".op] + E[TTS] + E[7;] + E[~op]) + 
(1- Pprop)2(1_ PJ's)(l- ,,:')Pell • (2E[T".op] + E[TTS] + E[r.] + E[T.'II))) (22) 

where k is a normalising constant defined as the lum over all coefficients of the time expreuiODl .boTe. 
Then the aquared coefficient of variation is given by 

2 _ 2E[Hf'] 1 
CH - E[H] -

5.38.1.8 
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3.5 Numerical Examples 

In order to show the accuracy of the analysis approach we have choaen the following parameters for fully 
Iymmetric systems: 

Transmission rate: 
Bit error probability: 
Constant length of hlformation field: 
Constant length of S-frames: 
Number of terminals: 
Window size: 
Propagation delay: 

300 
- - Anal . 1 LAP 

270 -Anal. 4 LAPs 
V Simul . 1 LAP 

16 kbps 
10-1 and 10-1 

256 bit and 1024 bit 
56 bit 
1 and 4 
3 and 7 
5 ms (constant) 

300 

270 

- - Anal. 
- Anal. 

V Simul. 
6 Simul. 

1 LAP 
4 LAPs 

1 LAP 
4 LAPs 

__ 240 6 Simul. 4 LAPs I 

I 
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III III 
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Figure 6: Mean transfer delay 
a: Pint = 10-8

, W = 3 
b: Pint = 10-5

, W = 7 
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In the Figures 6(a,b) the results obtained by the numerical analysis are compared wi~h results from simu
lations. The mean transfer delay is plotted versus the total throughput for one direction. 

We observe that the results are quite accurate over a wide throughput range. Inaccuracies are mainly due 
to 3 efFeds: 

1. The waiting times in the access queues are very sensitive with resped to the values of the arrival rates 
).I,cor~." ).s,. and--t.he relation between them. Further work is needed to characterize these rates more 
accurately for high error rates. 

2. Mainly for one LAP the independence assumption when calculating the residual service time for the 
admission delay does not hold very accurately . . Thus in this ease a better approximation for E[H~] 
Ihould be established. 

3. The arrival processes from the admission queues are no Poisson processes any more. Their w.Dance tends 
to be smaller. 

4 Conclusion 

For two different applicatiolL8 of the D-channel of the ISDN uer-network interf'aee approximate performance 
investigations have been presented. They appear to be quite helpful in assessing the inlluenee of parameter 
choices for real implementatiolL8. In few cues further Itudies are required in order to increase the accuracy 
Cor 80me parameter r.anges. . 
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